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Details of Visit:

Author: DreamWeaverMan
Location 2: Lancaster Gate
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Sat 4 Oct 2008 12.30 PM
Duration of Visit: 1 hr
Amount Paid: 150
Recommended: No

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: 24/7 Eternity Girls
Website: http://www.eternitygirls.com/london-escorts
Phone: 07984333500

The Premises:

Near the Lancaster Gate Station. Live-in Flat with make shift bed 

The Lady:

Girl in the website photo. Curvy body with soft skin 

The Story:

I should have been left this place straight away. My bad luck, she did not like me at all, my time and
my effort & anticipation and my money all gone. No kissing, no oral, no reverse oral, no touching in
private parts and she told me that only allowed to touch her hand and back and certain part of the
leg and she avoided the eye contact or shut the eyes to avoid the eye contact. All in all, nothing
happened. Disaster for me at credit crunch time like this and I felt all due to my mistake to stay with
a girl who did not like me and I should have been said sorry to the girl and walked away from the
scene. May be she does not like this work or may be she was not in the mood or may be she thinks
that working as an escort means that guys comes and put the cash in the envelop through the
letterbox and walk away or may be she treats other guys nicely but I don?t know. I felt like complete
mug. I have tried and failed my adventure by booking a girl who I fancied by looking in the photo in
the internet rather than proper research using the PN

Now days most of the Agency girls also have their own ways of getting money by different means,
such as;
The girls also work in different agencies with different names and also they have their own web site
as independent with different phone numbers and also advertise in the local news papers with
different phone numbers and different working names, and also they put cards on telephone booths
etc. All of them for a same girl !!.

She has her profile as Kelly in number of Agencies

Some adverts in the other listing site that girls put adverts as independent with their own mobile
numbers and all the descriptions that what they like and all the things that they love to do which are
categorically listed.
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All the above gives you the feeling that these girls are independent and they love to do what they
are doing and having fun.

In most cases, these girls have no clue of what happening. These girls are told what to do. Seems
to be they are ?managed?

Listed as separate but works from same premises

Seems to be, all the listings are managed by different people(s). Some cases, the listing have
deliberate spelling mistakes to make the listing more like real.

Even the phone numbers are not answered by the girl concerned, answered by another alias girl
who might be located different place and answer the phone for many girls pretend to be the girl
whom you are calling.
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